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WikiLeaks (/ Ëˆ w Éª k i l iË• k s /) is an international non-profit organisation that publishes secret information,
news leaks, and classified media provided by anonymous sources. ...
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Julian Paul Assange (/ É™ Ëˆ s É‘Ë• n Ê’ /; born Hawkins; 3 July 1971) is an Australian computer
programmer and the editor of WikiLeaks. Assange founded WikiLeaks in 2006, but came to international
attention in 2010, when WikiLeaks published a series of leaks provided by Chelsea Manning.
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WikiLeaks-Like Whistleblowing Sites . Sites dedicated to accepting submissions of leaks and publishing them
inspired by the original WikiLeaks.org concept.
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Christopher Bollyn is a well-travelled writer and an investigative journalist who has done extensive research
into the events of September 11, 2001, the conflict in Middle-East and the health effects caused by exposure
to depleted uranium.
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Julian Paul Assange, nÃ© le 3 juillet 1971 Ã Townsville, est un informaticien et cybermilitant australien,
naturalisÃ© Ã©quatorien le 12 dÃ©cembre 2017 [1].Il est surtout connu en tant que fondateur, rÃ©dacteur
en chef et porte-parole de WikiLeaks.
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